In recent years, new services on the Internet have enabled global cooperation; in particular, the Web has enabled new distributed simulation technology. Much research has been devoted to develop middleware interoperability methods on the Web. However, most existing methods have constraints in the structural rules that are placed on the design of middleware interoperability methods. For example, such constraints make it difficult to enhance interoperability via decoupling systems implementations and design, which is essential in open computing networks, as in the case of the Web. In order to achieve such objectives we present the RISE (RESTful Interoperability Simulation Environment) middleware. This all-purpose WS-based distributed simulation middleware decouples design and implementation while allowing composition scalability and dynamicity. Furthermore, it supports experiment-oriented frameworks and has the ability to put Web 2.0 services in the simulation loop. RISE is the first existing middleware to achieve such objectives, and the first to employ RESTful Web-services. We present the foundations for meeting the above objectives, and the distinct characteristics of RISE from existing Web-based approaches.
Introduction
Modeling and Simulation (M&S) has evolved to become a discipline that has its own knowledge, formalisms, and methodologies. At the heart of the M&S, technology is the model concept: a representation of a system with the purpose to promote understanding of that system. The second concept is simulation, which refers to the execution of those models with particular sets of data using a computing device [46] . As simulated systems become increasingly sophisticated, the simulation software becomes larger and more complex. In these cases, the resources provided by a singleprocessor machine often become insufficient to execute these systems. Parallel and distributed simulations deal with these issues by executing simulations over multiple processors [17] . Distributed Simulation (DS) is distinguished from parallel simulation by their physical architecture, communication network and latency. A focal point of distributed simulation software has been on how to achieve model reuse via interoperation of different simulation components (without relocating people/equipment to other locations). Other benefits include information hiding such as the protection of intellectual property.
With the expansion of the Internet, the desire toward global cooperation via the Web in the distributed simulation technology has also been on the rise as indicated by number of surveys such as [4, 37] . Consequently, much research has been devoted to develop middleware interoperability methods on the Web, particularly using the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) based WebServices (WS) [30] (e.g. [15, 35, 42, 45] ), the High Level Architecture (HLA) standard [23] , or a combination of both (e.g. [6, 22, 48, 49] ).
The HLA is a distributed simulation architecture mainly used in the defense community since 1996 [23] . HLA-based simulations interact with each other via a common software layer (acting like a bus), called the Run-Time Infrastructure (RTI). On the other hand, SOAP-based WS provide a general interoperability framework on the Web, in which systems (i.e., simulation software) interact through the WS layer, using the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) mechanism. The WS layer transports those RPCs in the form of the Extensible Markup Language (XML) SOAP messages. However, such methods have constraints in the structural rules that are placed on the middleware design methods. In particular, the way they exchange, structure, and use the information is usually tied to internal software design issues, making it difficult to decouple the system implementations and their design. This path usually leads to the need for homogenizing different implementations, which is usually a complex problem to resolve, particularly, in open computing networks, as in the case of the Web. In such open communities, we need interoperating systems that are developed independently without being aware of each other internal software design issues [7] . Any number of systems is expected to be able to join/disjoin the overall distributed environment dynamically at runtime.
Current Web-based distributed simulation systems (particularly using SOAP WS), are mostly under the control of single team or a closed community, using interfaces that are tied to the implementation (e.g. [35, 42] ). On the other hand, hiding the implementations (where heterogeneity resides) enhances interoperability, allowing the systems to evolve independently from each other.
Based on the above, our main goal is to develop an all-purpose Web-services based distributed simulation middleware with the following objectives:
(1) The middleware will decouple design and implementation, while allowing composition scalability (i.e. any number of systems can join the distributed environment) and dynamicity (i.e. systems can be created and destroyed at runtime). The main motivation is hiding these internal details can improve interoperability. This problem has never been investigated before. The assumption has been that, if system A is able to perform distributed simulation on the Web using SOAP WS, there will be a straightforward way to interoperate it with another SOAPbased system. However, in reality, as interoperability is tied to implementation, combining systems developed independently is not trivial (in fact, it usually requires major software design refactoring). ( 2) The middleware must serve as a container of any of simulation environment. Therefore, it must be independent of any specific implementation, synchronization algorithms, semantics, and formalisms. This means that the simulation software should run one level above the middleware. Further, design scalability must be ensured. This means that the middleware design structure must scale up when adding/removing a supported simulation environment type. (3) The middleware should support Experiment-oriented frameworks. To do so, we provide Modeler-oriented Templates, which are experiment resources created and named by modelers. They can be created for any model, of any settings of any simulation environment. The experiments should be provided with a Web interface that enables those simulation experiments to be manipulated externally via the Web, hence enhancing interoperability with other Web-based applications. Finally, all experiment resources must be preserved unless deleted by their owner. This Experimental Framework (EF) approach is one of the characteristics that distinguish the proposed methods here from existing Web-based simulations, which usually build entire specific implementations around specific goals while ignoring other possibilities. For example, a system may focus on visualization access via a Web browser while ignoring distributed simulation and vice versa. (4) We want to have the ability to put Web 2.0 services in the simulation loop. The ability to create and manipulate experiments on the Web allows putting anything attached to the Web within the simulation loop. This means that one can mix simulations with any service addressed with a URI according to the Web interoperability style. This Web-based information sharing (Web 2.0 [27] ) can be used to compose Web-enabled services to produce a new application, known as mashup [21] .
In order to achieve the goals above, we defined a new simulation architecture based on RESTful WS [32] . The Representational State Transfer (REST) term first appeared in Chapter 5 in [12] to describe the WWW architectural elements. In this client/server model, resources hold representations (states) where these representations are transferable between resources. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , the client call transfers the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) representation from the resource (e.g. www.carleton.ca) to the Web browser.
SOAP-based WS imposes many constraints to interoperability [42] : for instance, one cannot decouple interoperated SOAPbased systems implementations as in most cases the data channels (implemented as procedures) and the exchanged data (described as programming parameters) are part of implementation itself. Composition scalability is complex as every service (implemented as procedure) at the server side, usually requires a stub on the client side. Instead, as discussed here, RESTful WS interoperability mechanism along with our design and methods, allowed us to meet the listed objectives above.
The RESTful Interoperability Simulation Environment (RISE) middleware (formally known RESTful-CD++) [3, 2] is the first existing simulation middleware to achieve the goals stated above, and the first distributed simulation middleware to be based on RESTful WS. RISE serves as a container to hold different simulation environments without being specific to any of them. In RISE, all functionalities are hidden in resources, named with uniform resource identifiers (URIs). 1 Those resources (URIs) are connected to each other via uniform virtual channels in which the simulation synchronization is done using XML messages. Thus, the RESTful interoperability approach allows system designers, as we did in the presented RISE middleware to accomplish the following: (1) decompose the systems in components (i.e. called resources/URIs), (2) hide the implementation within those components, hence separating component interfaces from software implementation. This concept similar is information hiding in modular programming, which is the chief aspect behind the well-known style of objectoriented programming [31] . These fundamentals were adapted by the RESTful WS style, which was adapted by the World Wide Web (WWW), the largest open computing environment. In contrast, existing simulation interoperability approaches do the opposite to these principles by following procedural programming style, hence mixing systems implementation and interface. By going against the Web interoperability principles will always cause serious difficult interoperability issues when interoperating on the Web with other existing systems. These issues became obvious during the current efforts on standardization of Discrete Event System Specifications (DEVS) [46] . This standardization effort is aiming on interoperating various DEVS-based implementations systems via the Web [41] .
In the following sections, we present the RISE design, the foundations of meeting the above objectives, and the distinguished characteristics from existing Web-based approaches.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents background of the concept of simulation interoperability, and we describe how RISE fits within this concept. Section 3 presents the RISE middleware design fundamentals. Section 4 summarizes a number of RISE-based services, applications, and extensions.
Background
In recent years, some studies conducted in the form of surveys of experts from different backgrounds (e.g. [4, 5, 37] ) discussed the trends and challenges of distributed simulation. The studies pointed out for the need to enhance cooperation across geographical areas at different levels, as follows: (1) Cooperation at a global level via the Internet, which is driven by economic incentives to form industrial clusters. (2) Hiding/packaging information in components (e.g. to enhance reuse and protect intellectual property rights). The surveys acknowledged that the most serious challenge to resolve is interoperability. Our objectives of enhancing interoperability, particularly by decoupling/hiding implementations and the general Web-based middleware container follow these guidelines.
Interoperability enables two or more different software systems to interface and use each service correctly [38] . The complexity of interoperability arises when systems are heterogeneous, as in the case of distributed simulation. This is usually because systems have been developed independently with different semantics (i.e. the meaning of the exchanged information) and/or syntactic (i.e. the rules of structuring and exchanging the information). Since such capabilities are realized in software design and implementation, interoperability needs to be studied from the software perspective, in particular, at the Application Programming Interface (API) level (since this is how systems access and use other systems services).
To hide implementation details and raise the level of abstraction, a layered architecture can be used (similar to the shown model in Fig. 2 ). In this model, each layer defines its interoperability methods, and provides services to the layer above it. Following this concept, RISE is organized in the following layers: middleware, the simulation, and modeling. The middleware layer (discussed in Section 3) provides a number of services to the simulation layer, such as all means of communication and managing all simulation experiments lifecycle and executions. The simulation layer deploys different simulation environment types, each of which supports its own time management. The modeling layer operates above the simulation layer. This represents the system under study, which is simulated by a specific simulation environment. This RISE model layers match other existing interoperability conceptual layers, particularly the Level of Conceptual Interoperability Model (LCIM) [38] , as shown in Fig. 2 .
LCIM divides all related interoperability aspects into three general layers (Fig. 2) : the LCIM integrability layer deals with network and connectivity issues. In RISE environment, the middleware layer uses existing Web protocols to resolve networking and connectivity issues. In this case, the middleware layer conceals the network and any connectivity issues from the upper layers. The LCIM interoperability layer deals with the software implementation of interoperation, including simulation and middleware. In RISE, this layer is presented in two layers: middleware and simulation. As discussed previously, the simulation layer contains the simulation engine implementation including simulation algorithms and formalism. This makes the simulation implementation and algorithms independent of the middleware layer. Thus, the simulation layer can have different types of simulation implementations and algorithms. The middleware layer provides management and common interoperability services to the simulation services in the upper layer. For example, the middleware layer manages the distributed aspects in for distributed simulation services, simulation experiments lifecycle, formatting simulation remote messages, interfacing simulation systems with the Web, etc. The LCIM composability layer deals with the alignment issues of the models, that is, how to compose various models correctly to meet the overall purpose. In RISE, this is the modeling layer discussed previously. RISE composes the models based on the modeler's instructions (e.g. in form of XML) as part of setting up a simulation experiment. In this case, composition here deals with interoperating different partitions. This partition encloses a portion of the distributed model along with the simulation environment. The assumption here is that a simulation environment in a partition is capable of executing the model portion in its partition. However, in the case of the LCIM and other conceptual frameworks (e.g. [11, 29] ), composability only deals with the conceptual ideas of constructing a model correctly to achieve a solution. Thus, those works only provide modelers with conceptual ideas of building models to represent systems under study correctly. However, composability in RISE goes beyond building a model correctly. For example, in RISE, those models are enabled with a Web interface, and models can be partitioned and simulated over a number of machines in a distributed matter. Of course, models partitions might be heterogeneous, hence are not necessary simulated by the same simulation environment type.
The way current distributed simulation approaches exchange, structure, and use information, is usually tied to programming and implementation, which exposes the heterogeneity of the systems. In order to deal with these issues, we need to homogenize different implementations, which is usually a complex problem to resolve.
In particular, the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) based and SOAP-based distributed simulation protocols are complex to interoperate. SOAP-based WS simulations [30] group the services as procedures in WS ports (addressed by a single URI). Thus, simulation data is exchanged and described in the form of procedure parameters while the data channels are described as procedures. SOAP messages in XML (describing RPCs) are not exchanged at the simulation level, but at the Web service technology layer. This is the case for all SOAP-based WS simulations such as [15, 35, 42, 44] .
It is worth to note that we tried to achieve our goals based on SOAP-based WS [42] , which was one of the first Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)/DEVS simulators, as part of trying to standardize the middleware [1] for DEVS-based systems. Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) [46] is a modeling and simulation formalism that has been widely used through many different implementations over the last three decades to study complex discrete event systems. A number of DEVS-based implementations are presented in [41] . However, we realized that it was not possible due to the restrictions imposed by SOAP WS structural rules. For example, we cannot decouple interoperated systems implementations if the data channels (procedures) and the way data is described (programming parameters) are part of implementation itself. Composition scalability is complex if every service (implemented as procedure) at the simulations at the server side require stubs on each simulation client. Thus, this interoperability approach is difficult to achieve in open communities as in the case of the Web. This is because in such communities practice, systems need to be designed, implemented, and evolved independently. On the other hand, the SOAP-based WS ports (along with their procedures) had to be created and compiled before even starting up the system. This approach usually ends in a close community where software developers can discuss with each other to resolve systems API related design issues. The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) role is to describe the RPCs signatures (i.e. names and input/output parameters). However, once the published WSDL document is compiled to programming stubs (usually by a tool), programmers need to code those stubs and compile them with their software [30] . This . This argument also applies to CORBA-based simulations (e.g. [25] ), since they use the same RPC interoperability style, but with different standards. The HLA standard [23] performs distributed simulation via interfacing a number of federates via the Run Time Infrastructure (RTI). To be part of the Web, the HLA recently allowed interfacing the RTI with a SOAP WS interface (e.g. [6, 22, 48, 49] ). However, this WS interface still does not cover RTI-to-RTI interoperability. This is done in the form of programming functions (called interactions); hence, data is exchanged at the federate level via those functions' parameters. The data exchanged between federates is described in programming parameters, while the data channels are realized as programming procedures. Further, the RTIs themselves are implementation-specific, which makes it difficult to interoperate different vendors' RTIs. At the RTI level, simulation data is usually exchanged as attributes according to an RTI specific implementation.
In contrast, the WWW is the largest existing distributed structure where countless of systems interoperate with each other according the Web standards. Considering this open-community interoperability style, we decided to use RESTful WS [32] . This is mainly because the RESTful interoperability approach allows system designers to decompose systems in resources/URIs while hiding implementation within those components, separating component interface from their software implementation (as we did in the presented RISE middleware). Specifically, the resources exchange messages and they are connected via virtual constant standardized channels. RESTful Web-services are also gaining increased attention with the advent of Web 2.0 [27] and the concept of mashups [21] (a grouping of various services from different providers presented as a bundle in order to provide single integrated service). For example, IBM enterprise mashup solutions [20] aim on integrating Web 2.0 functions as rapid as possible.
The proposed RISE middleware, which is the first RESTful-based simulation middleware, provides a novel approach to decouple interoperability from simulation systems implementations and internal software design issues (Table 1) . This is mainly because APIs are moved outside implementations. Information is exchanged using XML messages and transferred via virtual channels (HTTP methods [13] in our case). Table 1 compares RISE with other existing approaches, classifying the way in which synchronization messages are defined and exchanged, and in the way simulation services are accessed, structured, and addressed. These RISE design issues are discussed in Section 3. SOAP-based WS ports are usually connected with specific designed remote procedures, targeting specific systems implementations. On the other hand, the Web-based HLA method is similar to the typical HLA, but federates are able to communicate with their RTI via the Internet using SOAP-based RPC-style.
Other Web-based simulation efforts have mainly focused on visualization and models reusability [8, 14, 28, 33, 50] by providing Web access to model repositories and visualization environments. However, these models are only executable on specific simulation environments. Table 2 compares the presented RISE middleware with current Web-based simulation approaches. Table 2 compares the proposed RISE framework with various Web-based simulation systems. Although there are numerous web-based simulation environments, the references selected for the table reflect the most recent Web-based simulation works. Table 2 summarizes a number of characteristics:
(1) General middleware (Row #1 in Table 2 ): the ability to support different simulation environments (e.g., the middleware is independent of the implementation). (2) Distributed simulation (Row #2 in Table 2 ): several processors perform a single simulation via synchronization through the Web. (3) Composition scalability (Row #3 in Table 2 ): the number of partitions in distributed simulation is independent from the way synchronization information is exchanged. (4) Standardized information channels (Row #4 in Table 2 ): RISE virtual information channels use the HTTP standards [13] . Existing Web distributed simulation systems often design their specific RPCs. There are few systems based on standardized SOAP-based RPCs, but those implementations are heavily influenced by such standards. For example, the SOAP-based IDSim system [15] uses the Globus Toolkit [16] implementation. The Globus Toolkit [16] realizes the SOAP-based OGSI [39] interoperability specifications standards. Because the SOAPbased interoperability rules are tied to programming, the OGSI standards become tied to programming as well. In this case, the IDSim software design architecture (as described in [15] ) has heavily been tied to the Globus implementation of the OGSI standards. In general, it is difficult to come up with a software design interface that would fit every system implementation needs. (5) Synchronization messages description (Row #5 in Table 2 ): RISE uses XML to describe all synchronization messages. In fact, RISE is the only Web-based simulation system on this list (which is generic) to use XML descriptions. This messageoriented approach provides a better method compared to programming parameters. XML messages and the virtual channels put systems APIs outside their implementations, hence, decoupling distributed systems implementations. For example, SOAP-based systems exchange simulation information as programming parameters via RPCs. Even though the WS engines describe those RPCs as XML SOAP messages, information still exchanged as programming parameters at the simulation engines. Table 2 ): it is simple to due to the use of RESTful WS.
Rise middleware principles
In this section, we will discuss the three RISE middleware fundamentals: its uniform interface (Section 3.1), the resourceorientation design (Section 3.2), and the message-orientation mechanisms (Section 3.3). We first summarize how our objectives are met using these principles.
In general, RISE spreads services over a number of resources/ URIs, and these resources exchange synchronization information in form of XML messages via uniform channels, as shown in Fig. 3 .
To decouple systems software related design issues (our first objective in Section 1), is to place the APIs (i.e. how data is exchanged and described) outside systems interoperation. In RISE, this is accomplished via message-orientation and uniform interfaces. Further, composition scalability is achieved because all the interoperating resources (URIs) are always connected with the same channels. These channels are virtual (i.e. they are part of the exchanged messages), and they automatically exist upon a resource creation, providing dynamicity. The virtual channels conform to the universal HTTP methods standards [13] , hence they can be used to create/destroy resources at runtime. Thus, RISE resources are designed externally as URIs that can be manipulated according to HTTP standards. The second objective is that the middleware must serve as container to hold different simulation environments. To meet this objective, RISE organizes the resources hierarchically, allowing design scalability. Resources are expressed as URI templates (created at runtime using HTTP standards), which led to a layered interoperability where simulations reside on top of the middleware. This resource-oriented design also allowed us to meet our third objective: defining experiment blueprints directly attached to the Web. Experiments (and not only simulators and models) are seen externally as URIs. That is, the middleware interoperates at the Web layer using the Web standards and style (i.e. based on RESTful WS). This also meets our fourth objective: we have the ability to interoperate and to put other Web 2.0 RESTful services in the simulation loop.
Uniform interface
RISE uses a uniform interface for each resource, i.e., they are connected with the same software channels that are used to exchange all information between resources. The concept of software channels is usually realized (at the software level) by setting a field in the header of a message to specify the used channel of that message, hence providing a software multiplexing method for the messages exchanged. Since RISE already uses the HTTP envelopes to wrap all the transferred information, HTTP methods are the ideal choice to realize those channels. RISE uses those HTTP methods and treats them as software virtual channels as in Fig. 4 .
The GET channel is used to read information from resources (such as simulation status and results). The PUT channel creates a resource or updates existing data in a resource (i.e., experiment settings). POST is used to append new information to an existing resource (such as XML synchronization messages in a distributed simulation session). The DELETE channel is used to remove a resource from RISE (such as deleting an experiment URI). The OPTIONS channel is used to retrieve an XML WADL [19] description of all the RISE API. Having these standardized channels for each resource, we can achieve composition scalability and improve dynamicity in distributed simulations. Since the channels of each resource exist automatically upon that resource creation, the foundations for dynamic interoperability already exist. Further, because each resource is connected with the same number of virtual channels (regardless of the number of remote resources); composition is scalable, as shown Fig. 5 .
Based on the above, RISE uses a uniform way to send messages and access system resources. Four parameters are needed for a message: the destination URI, the channel name, the message syntax (e.g., defined in XML), and the actual message data. This means that the message transmission mechanism can be implemented in a single procedure, where each message is transmitted within its own thread [3] . Once the message arrives at its destination, RISE needs to forward it to the appropriate local resource (i.e. the service URI). This is done in three steps (Fig. 6): (1) The Router (i.e. a thread in RISE) checks if the URI matches one of the templates in the server. If so, it starts a thread (from the threads pool) and initializes it with the HTTP envelope information along with an instance of the Java class associated with the subject URI template. (2) The proper operation (of the Java object) is invoked based on the message channel. At this point, the message in the HTTP envelope is processed (e.g. converting the received XML message, and sending it to a simulation engine). A resource is implemented as a Java class, and channels as operations in that class. These operations take HTTP requests as inputs, and produce HTTP responses. (3) The HTTP response is generated, and the message thread is terminated.
As seen on the second step in Fig. 6 , a message always enters a resource through uniform channels. RISE uses this characteristic to filter all incoming messages via those channels based on the authentication and authorization scheme. The idea is that the GET channel (i.e. read data) does not change resource states, while the others do (i.e. write data). RISE realizes the access mechanism by protecting every resource with a filter, as shown in Fig. 7 . The filter performs the following steps: (1) Authentication, which verifies the username and password in the request; if authentication passes, it performs (2) Authorization, which verifies that the received request belongs to the owner of that resource. The filter responds with the Unauthorized error (HTTP code 401), if either fails. Otherwise, the received request is processed.
General resource-oriented design
In this section, we describe the resource-oriented hierarchical design, the Experimental Framework (EF) blueprint, and the resources database.
Resources hierarchical design
A resource on the Web is conceptually intended to capture a target of a hypertext Ref. [12] . A resource is named with a URI and can be used to find other resources, similar to typical Web browsers hyper links. This concept is applied in RISE, but with one difference: resources are types whose instances are created at runtime (analog to the concept of a class, which can have many instances). To do this, RISE applies the concept of URI templates [18] to deploy resources types. A URI Template is a URI with variables (placed between braces '{}') which can be substituted with the appropriate values to obtain the actual URI instances. For example, ''username'' in the template ''users/{username}'' can be substituted with any string to obtain the actual URI instance such as ''users/Bob''. The use of URI templates allowed us to achieve our goals in terms of middleware organization, since URIs can be created and named at runtime to wrap concrete services. Fig. 8 shows how resources are organized hierarchically, with multiple instances of each template created simultaneously by different users (the RISE API is detailed in [3] ). For example, the template ''{userworkspace}'' allows any number of modeler workspaces to be created, separating the modelers' experiments from each other. The ''{servicetype}'' template allows each modeler to select a simulation service. This allows modelers to create experiments based on different environments. For instance, setting it to ''DCDpp'' will activate the Distributed CD++ environment [3] . It also allows RISE middleware developers to support additional simulation environments types without affecting other existing types. The ''{framework}'' template indicates that the modelers may create any number of Experimental Frameworks with any supported simulation environment type (see ''{servicetype}'' discussion above). As shown in Fig. 8 , these URIs are linked to each other, allowing a URI to be discovered via its parent URIs. For example, the ''{servicetype}'' template does not only indicate a simulation environment type, but also serves as a structural resource for its children. For instance typing ''. . . /Bob/DCDpp/ '' in a Web browser will return all of Bob's URIs experiments that use the DCD++.
The concept of providing services as general resources led to the layered interoperability concept discussed in Section 2, which can be seen in Fig. 9 . The middleware layer provides services to the simulation layer (i.e., all means to exchange all information, URI encapsulation, experimental frameworks, authentication, database, and data distributed simulation). The middleware allows adapting the data distribution scheme to different simulation methods (as described by the RISE implementation in [3] ). The simulation layer deploys different simulation environment types (e.g. conservative/optimistic, distributed/parallel, etc.), each of which can support their own time management based on their internal algorithms. The actual simulation engines (which are responsible of executing the model) are created only when the simulation is started within a simulation experiment. The modeling layer operates on top of a simulation environment (its model representation is compatible only within its associated simulator). In RISE, the modeling layer schemes define the level of partitioning granularity in the distributed model. For example, the DCD++ simulator [3] supports partitioning as low as DEVS [46] atomic models. Note that DEVS expresses a system as a number of behavioral models (called atomic) and structural components (called coupled). DEVS coupled model may consist of a number of atomic and other coupled models; DEVS atomic models are indivisible blocks. Thus, DCD++ partitions themselves might be fragmented or exist as single blocks. However, the scheme described in [2] places an entire model as a black box in each partition.
Using this architecture, any number of experiments of any type may be conducted at the simulation layer. For example, Fig. 9 shows two experiments with two simulation environments: Type-A (e.g. distributed conservative) and Type-B (e.g. single engine sequential). In this example, <. . . /Type-A/Exp-1>corresponds to the experiment ''Exp-1'' of simulation system ''Type-A''. Likewise, <. . . /Type-B/Exp-1>corresponds to the experiment ''Exp-1'' of simulation system ''Type-B''. In this case, Exp-1 is distributed over two machines; hence, Type-A algorithms must synchronize their activities, and the middleware supports these services. On the other hand, Exp-2 is running on a single machine, hence, the middleware is only providing a Web access to such experiment. Of course, those experiments are executing separately of each other, and they may belong to the same user or different users.
Experimentation blueprint
As discussed in the previous section, the simulation resources (i.e., the second layer in Fig. 9 ) are typically part of experiments instances. Because the resources are defined as templates, each template is an experiment blueprint. This means that the creation and manipulation of experiments follows a generic pattern discussed in this section.
The Experimental Framework (EF) template is shown in Fig. 10 . Here, the ''{servicetype}'' template is used to select a given simulation environment. The ''{framework}'' template is used to create an experiment and its main URI. This URI provides a web interface to the encapsulated settings and data of an experimental framework. The ''{framework}/simulation'' template is used to wrap an active simulation for an experiment. This URI provides a web interface to the running simulation for a given experiment. The ''{framework}/results'' template is used to store simulation results once a simulation is completed. The ''{framework}/debug'' template is used to store any errors related with the model under simulation.
We will illustrate the experiment template in Fig. 10 using an example summarizing the modeler's activities. The first step is to create an experiment (typically via client software). For instance, the modeler requests to create an experiment via the PUT channel to URI <. . . /Bob/DCDpp/MyModel>. RISE will then create an experiment with the requested URI, and it will update it with any information received with the request. In this example, this URI indicates that the experiment name is ''MyModel'', using the ''DCDpp'' simulation environment, and belongs to user ''Bob''. The following steps in this experiment will interact with this URI, submitting the necessary settings and data to run the simulation. The actual data submitted can be specific to the simulation environment. For example, the RISE-based DCD++ [3] requires the modeler to submit (via the PUT channel) an XML message describing the CD++ model-partitioning scheme over a number of machines. For instance, the following XML document shows a CD++ model partitioned over two machines; the ''Producer'' and the ''Consumer''. The above scheme only assigns DEVS atomic models to partitions, since they are the indivisible blocks in the DEVS formalism. However, these atomic models and their relations are described using the CD++ modeling language. Thus, the modeler also needs to submit the CD++ model to the experiment URI before simulation can take place. This is usually done in a form of zipped file (via the POST channel) to URI <. . . /Bob/DCDpp/MyModel>. At this point, the simulation can be started (or restarted). This is done via the PUT channel to URI <. . . /Bob/DCDpp/ MyModel/simulation>. This newly created URI becomes the active simulation Web address. Further, once the simulation started, the middleware creates all other partitions in the distributed environment. At this point, the algorithms in each partition synchronize their execution among each other via exchanging XML messages to each other active simulation URIs.
As discussed above, each of the experiment resources instances are attached to the Web, (since they are URIs) and all the information flows to/from those resources through a set of uniform channels, as discussed in Section 3.1. In fact, the URIs act as wrappers to concrete simulation services and data. To show how the simulation experiments are interfaced and wrapped in URIs, consider the example shown in Fig. 11 . We can two experiment instances where experiment-1 is of Type-A (e.g. a sequential simulation) while experiment-2 is of Type-B (e.g. a conservative distributed simulation). Here, experiment-1 holds the results from a previous simulation (completed state) while experiment-2 is executing a simulation distributed over two computers (active simulation state). In distributed simulations like experiment-2, the algorithms in each partition synchronize their execution among each other via exchanging XML messages with the URI ''{framework}/simulation''. This URI wraps all the simulation components in each partition, including the simulation engines. Each resource in the RISE API is described in terms of its URI, supported channels, messages exchanged via those channels (to execute a function), and type of error responses that may be generated.
Each of the experiments instances follows a workflow shown in Fig. 12 . As we can see, the modeler first needs to create an EF instance on RISE, and submit all of the necessary files and configuration settings to it. The EF instance creation is performed via the PUT channel where the experiment settings (e.g. model partitioning) may be optionally submitted as an XML message. If this message is received by an existing experiment URI, the experiment URI is updated; otherwise, the URI it is created. The ''{framework}'' URI is named by the modeler upon creation (e.g. . . . /FireModelWithRain).
After the EF instance is created, the modeler can update the existing data via this URI. For instance, models scripts can be submitted as a zipped file via the POST channel. Furthermore, the experiment settings may be updated sending new XML messages via the PUT channel. These changes are only allowed if a simulation is not running the experiment. The main experiment URI can be used to check the simulation status via the GET channel to URI ''. . . /{framework}?sim = status''. The middleware responds with an XML message containing one of the following states: IDLE (the simulation never run), INIT (the simulation is being initialized), RUNNING (the simulation is being executed), ABORTED (the simulation was stopped by the modeler), ERROR (the simulation stopped due to an error), STOPPING (the simulation is finishing), and DONE (the simulation is complete).
Once the experiment is set up (Fig. 12) , the simulation can be started by creating the Active Simulation URI (e.g. . . . / FireModelWithRain/simulation). However, before this, the middleware verifies that the experiment has been set up correctly. This, for example, includes all of the model script files and configurations. The type of the information submitted to an experiment depends on the selected simulation environment for that experiment. Recall that the ''{servicetype}'' template can used to select different simulation environments for a given experiment, as shown in Fig. 10 . This Active Simulation URI is to manipulate simulation in an experiment during execution such as: (1) sending distributed simulation synchronization messages (via the POST channel), (2) inserting external events (via the POST channel), and (3) reading simulation results (via the GET channel to URI . . . /simulation? sim = results). In this case, a copy of the collected simulation results up to the time of receiving the request is sent back to modeler.
Once the Active Simulation URI is correctly created (Fig. 12) , the necessary components are deployed on each partition to manage and execute the simulation. At this point, the simulation can exist on one of the following states: ERROR (e.g., a problem in the scripts), ABORTED (the modeler sent a DELETE request), or DONE (the simulation is complete). When the simulation is successful, a results resource (e.g. . . . /FireModelWithRain/results) is created to hold all simulation outputs. These results can be downloaded at anytime (for instance, to replay a simulation's visualization without running it again). In order to retrieve results while the simulation is in progress, the modeler needs to issue a read request (via the GET channel) to URI . . . /{framework}/simulation? sim = results. In this case, the client does not need to wait until the simulation completed to obtain results. If the simulation aborts, the errors are stored in the debugging resource (e.g. . . . /FireModelWithRain/debug).
Resources database
One of the objectives of RISE is to preserve all the experiments' instances unless deleted by an authorized user. Thus, we need a database to maintain all resources instances and settings. The database is divided into sections, and each section belongs to a user (i.e., a username account). This allows multiple messages from different users to modify the database without blocking each other, as each incoming message is processed in its own thread (a single thread can only modify one object at a time, but different threads can manipulate different objects simultaneously). The database is transactional, i.e., a transaction can only insert an object in the database when the previous transaction to the same object is completed.
As seen on Fig. 13 , each user's section contains an account object (i.e. username, password, etc.) and a workspace object. The workspace contains the list of the simulation services types (e.g. DCD++) that are currently used in this user's experiments. Each service object contains the list of the experiments objects created by the subject user for a specific simulation environment type. The database main issues are summarized as follows: (1) RISE divides the database into sections, each section belonging to one username account. This minimizes the number of threads needed to manipulate the same data objects simultaneously. (2) The database (stored in the file system) and the objects in memory have to be synchronized at all times (without degrading performance) as server reboots or failures may happen. The database and cache synchronization do not affect distributed simulation performance, because in RISE, a simulation in an experiment always needs to be restarted if the server fails (e.g. power failure). However, the RISE database keeps the door open to mark a simulation progress so that it can later be resumed due to such unexpected failures. 
Message-orientation
In this section, we discuss the information flow between resources through the virtual uniform channels discussed earlier.
Since the middleware transfers all information in HTTP envelopes and realizes the resources channels by HTTP methods, any data format type supported on the Web can be transferred between the resources. However, our focus here is on the distributed simulation synchronization information, since they directly affect synchronization algorithms design and decoupling systems from each other.
In RISE, the semantics of all synchronization messages is described in XML [3] . One of reasons is to enhance the decoupling of different systems implementations in a number of ways: (1) the design decisions for handling simulation messages become an internal issue that does not need to conform to other systems implementations. (2) The synchronization algorithms can be designed at a level higher than programming, independent of programming details, languages and implementations. This is because the focus of this message-oriented protocol is on what the XML messages can send and the messages expected in return. On the other hand, how these messages are handled during implementation is out of the protocol scope (i.e., one does not need to be a programmer to design the synchronization algorithms).
The flexibility of XML message description also allowed us to enhance performance by aggregating multiple remote messages in distributed simulations. Multiple simulation messages were grouped in a single XML message to reduce the number of remote transmissions. The flexible message description can also be used to support multiple synchronization protocols, accommodating different interoperability domains. In order to transmit a message uniformly, we use four pieces of information: the destination URI, the channel name, the message syntax, and the actual message data. To accommodate different protocols, the software needs to pack the XML messages according to the synchronization protocol semantics. From the sending routine viewpoint, sending different types of XML messages is the same. At the receiver, the XML messages are processed similarly to the transmission. The information packed in an XML message still needs to be mapped to the local software implementation, but these issues are irrelevant to other systems implementations (and synchronization protocols), which is a fundamental factor for decoupling systems implementations and improving interoperability.
Examples: services and applications
In this section, we show different examples of the use of RISE. To do so, we will provide an overview of a number of RISEbased services. Some of them are placed within the RISE general container. Other applications are placed on the client side, where they can use RISE services.
Simulation and visualization environments
RISE is designed as a container for different simulation environments, which are interfaced with the RISE component on the same machine via the IPC queues. However, from the API viewpoint, adding new services to the URI template structure is similar to regular Web site URIs. We next show an example based on the distributed CD++ (DCD++) simulator [3] . This is a modeling and simulation toolkit capable of executing DEVS [46] and Cell-DEVS models [40] . Fig. 15 shows (on the top-left of the figure) a DEVS model, called Coupled-A. DEVS coupled models are the structural models that contain other internal coupled/atomic models. In this example, Coupled-A consists of two models: Atomic-A and Coupled-B, each including input and output ports. The input port of Atomic-A is connected to the Coupled-B output port (and vice versa). Coupled-B also consists of two atomic models: Atomic-B and Atomic-C. The XML partitioning scheme (on the top-right of Fig. 15 ): it assigns Atomic-B to a partition and Atomic-A and Atomic-C to the other partition. A partition is identified by the machine's IP address and the middleware TCP port. As the two partitions in Fig. 15 have different IP addresses, each of them is executed on a different machine. The modeler can change this XML partitioning scheme at anytime.
The modeler runs an experiment by creating the URI . . . /DCDpp/ {framework}/simulation on the main RISE server (i.e. the server used to create the DCD++ experiment). As a result, the main RISE server creates the simulation manager component within the local EF partition (Fig. 15) . This simulation manager creates all necessary local components; including the CD++ engine in its partition. Furthermore, it contacts the remote RISE servers to create other partitions of the experiment. The CD++ simulation environments only exist during active simulation. At this point, each CD++ engine recognizes the parts of the model it is supposed to execute (based on the XML partitioning scheme). In this example, the CD++ on the left executes Atomic-B while the CD++ on the right executes Atomic-A and Atomic-C. The CD++ engines recognize the ports interconnections based on the coupled model definition file. Once all components are created, the algorithms synchronize their local activities via XML synchronization messages between each other URIs [3] . The DCD++ experiment follows the pattern described in Section 3.2.2.
Distributed simulation standards foundations
As a proof of concept of a semantic synchronization protocol with specific requirements, the scheme in this section can be used to standardize synchronization interfaces between different DEVS implementations [41] . To do so, the scheme uses a centralized time manager, as adopted by the P-DEVS synchronization protocol [46] (which, implemented by most existing DEVS tools, is the basis for the current efforts on DEVS standardization [41] ).
As discussed earlier, RISE philosophy is that systems implementations can interoperate easily if they are decoupled (that is, the proposed algorithms and standardized protocols should not enforce the software design, while respecting legacy systems designs). To do so, the RISE-based algorithms place models in each partition as black boxes interconnected with other models via input/output ports [2] . The simulation is executed in cycles where the synchronization messages exchanged are in XML. These algorithms can handle dynamic simulations, whose partitions can join/disjoin a runtime. The main idea is that systems algorithms synchronize the simulation by exchanging XML messages wrapped within HTTP envelopes, leaving the implementation details for the developers.
As seen in Fig. 16 , this scheme [2] puts each model as a black box on each partition. This makes it easier to interoperate heterogeneous models that are executable by a specific simulation environment. The only information that each system needs to identify is how the model influences other remote models. This information is provided to each system (domain) in XML, as in the example shown in Fig. 17 .
The synchronization scheme in Fig. 17 adapts the DEVS synchronization style, which can be accepted and supported by the numerous distributed DEVS simulators (and, on the other hand, additional synchronization schemes can be proposed). In our scheme, the RISE Time Manager (RISE-TM) component advances the simulation in cycles comprised of two steps:
(1) RISE-TM requires all domains to execute all of their events at the current (or newly calculated) RISE time (i.e. the time that simulation partitions are allowed to execute events at). This is done via sending (in parallel) one XML message to each relevant domain, including the current RISE time and all the external messages generated in the previous cycle (if any). Once a domain partition executes all the internal events with the current RISE timestamp, it responds to RISE-TM with one message containing all external messages generated for other domains (if any). All generated external messages must be stamped with the current RISE time (or larger). This message also contains the next event time in the sender partition, which is the time of the next event in a partition larger than RISE time. (2) Once RISE-TM receives replies from all the relevant domains, it calculates the next RISE time. RISE-TM merges all the external messages generated, and passes them to all the relevant domains at the beginning of the next simulation cycle. If RISE-TM finds the new RISE time to be infinity (or receives a stop request from the modeler), the simulation ends.
Thus, synchronization via exchanging messages describing information in XML enhances protocol support flexibility (for example, comparing to RPCs describing information in programming parameters). This is because, in practice, systems design and implementations are less sensitive to XML messages comparing to programming procedures interface. For example, DCD++ can interoperate with another DCD++ via the scheme in Fig. 15 . However, DCD++ can also interoperate with other DEVS tools by using the scheme presented in this section too. In this case, a DCD++ can be set up (as part of an experiment) to use a specific protocol when synchronizing the simulation with other remote DEVS-based system. In this case, the DCD++ sends/handles XML messages according to the required protocol rules. This concept can be extended for non-DEVS simulators. For example, what do we need to do to interoperate, let us say, a DEVS-based simulator on one end, with a simulator based on Process Algebra models on the other end? In practice, we can use RISE to solve this issue in two steps (carried out by users familiar with both systems simulation engines, though they do not need to be programmers). The first step is to determine if a synchronization algorithm can be developed to interoperate both systems (in this case, both systems are interoperable). The second step is to describe the information exchanged in XML and the rules for exchanging such messages, similarly to the example in Fig. 17 . In this case, such protocol can be supported by systems using the RISE middleware to interoperate.
Conclusion
We presented a new concept and ideas for distributed simulation, implemented as the RISE middleware. We introduced the software design of this middleware along with a number of RISEbased services and applications examples. We showed that the three design principles of RISE (i.e. general resource-orientation, uniform-interface, and message-orientation) can achieve various objectives with respect to interoperability. Particularly, hiding interoperating systems heterogeneities (by decoupling systems APIs from internal implementations), composition scalability (by advocating uniform-interface), and dynamicity (since information channels automatically exist). We also showed how the middleware could be designed to serve as a general container to hold simulation environments. This is done via the concept of layered interoperability: The middleware layer (the interoperability methods), the simulation layer (i.e. the simulation environments; in our examples above we used DCD++ as a proof of concept), and the modeling layer (i.e. partitioning granularity). Thus, the middleware design is not specific to any simulation package, keeping the door open for additional extensions. Interoperating in the Web style at the Web layer level (i.e. RESTful WS) allows the middleware to take advantage of any new Web-based applications and ideas such as Web 2.0. Doing this with SOAP-based WS is difficult, mainly because SOAP creates an RPC layer above the Web layer that exposes internal systems implementations to each other. On the other hand, RISE provides better interoperability applying RESTful WS principles. As in the case of any technology, the decision to use such technology can be different from a project to another. Therefore, we recommend the use of RESTful WS principles in Web-service based projects that contain some or all of the following characteristics: (1) Projects that desire to interoperate with applications that use the Web interoperability style such as Web 2.0 and mashup solutions. (2) Projects that are expecting to interoperate with systems outside their control. In this case, as we did in RISE design, systems APIs can be moved outside the implementation, decoupling the system components. (3) Projects that are expecting to scale up well when composing large number of systems (components). The REST style has proved to work well on the WWW, which RISE imitates. (4) Projects that expect having different components joining/disjoining the distributed structure dynamically at run time. The REST (Web) style has been proven to work on the WWW by having countless number of systems to join/disjoin all times.
